
 

 

 

Sixth Grade Summer Homework 2018 

Dear Incoming 6’s, 

Welcome to the Seniors! As has been the case throughout your Arbor career, you have a set of 
assignments to do over the summer. Our purposes in assigning you this work are to keep fresh 
the many skills you have acquired, to prepare you for the classes that you will be starting in the 
fall, and to give you the opportunity to make work that can be used to enrich the classrooms and 
inform your peers.  
 
All of the summer homework assignments (Humanities, Math, and Spanish) are contained in this 
document. To summarize them: for Humanities, we’re asking you to read from the Senior 
Summer Reading list, do a short piece of writing about one of the books you read, and make a 
map of South Asia. For math we’re suggesting that you do some practice problems to keep your 
skills fresh and offering you some puzzles if you would like to do them. For Spanish, we’re 
asking you to teach the alphabet song to someone, practice the Spanish conversations that you’ve 
worked on, and try to come up with English cognates of Spanish words. 
 
In early August you should expect to receive a letter from your new Seminar teacher welcoming 
you personally. 
 
See you in the fall! 
 
- The Senior Team 
 

 

 

 

 



 

HUMANITIES 
 
1) READING: 
 
Honestly, there is probably no single thing that is more important for your continued intellectual 
growth than reading good books. So definitely read this summer! 
 
At least two of the books you read this summer should be from the Arbor Senior Summer 
Reading 2018  list (the list is also located on the Summer Homework section of the Arbor 
website!). Record all of the books that you read (including the two from that list) below. (If you 
don’t want to print this page out, you can make your list on another piece of paper.)  
 
Title: Author: 
 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

 



 

2) READING AND MEMORIZING POETRY 
 
Spend about an hour reading poetry by Rabindranath Tagore, a famous South Asian writer (he 
wrote lots of other things besides poetry). There are numerous collections of his work, including 
in the Arbor Library. You can also find many of his poems online (just look up his name!). Take 
your time and think about what you are reading. If you choose poems from online, print them out 
and read them outside, somewhere quiet, the way poetry should be read, not in front of a 
computer screen. Pick one of his “fireflies” (as he called his short poems) and memorize it to 
share when we are back at school. Don’t worry: the “fireflies” really are very short. Be sure to 
practice it in the last few days before we get back to school. 
 
 
3) READING AND WRITING: 
 

In addition to the minimum of two books from the Arbor Senior Summer Reading 2018  list, 

choose and read at least one of the following books (it is a really good idea to read the writing 

prompts below before you read the book, so that you can have them in mind while reading and 

even mark parts of the book with sticky notes): 

Tusk and Stone  by Malcolm Boss 

The Conch Bearer  by Chitra Divakaruni 

Siddhartha  by Hermann Hesse 

Shabanu  by Suzanne Fisher Staples 

Shiva’s Fire  by Suzanne Fisher Staples 

The Broken Tusk  by Uma Krishnaswami 

Boys Without Names  by Kashmira Seth 

 

After reading the book of your choice, choose one of the prompts below to write to. For this 

writing assignment, you should do some planning (a mindmap or an outline), write a draft of 

your piece, and then finally reread aloud to yourself and edit and revise it in a different color. 

(You do NOT have to make a final draft. If you decide to, please make sure that you turn in your 

rough draft as well. Everyone should turn in their planning .) 

 
 

 



 

Prompt #1: 
Think about how one of the main characters in your book faces situations involving cultural 
tradition. Referring to specific page numbers, find examples of your character having either to 
maintain tradition or to change it and explain those examples. What is your opinion of the 
characters’ choices and why? 
 
Prompt #2: 
Choose one character and explain how he or she faced conflict in the story. What was the cause 
of the conflict or conflicts? What were the the consequences? Do you agree with the character’s 
decisions? Why or why not? Find and describe, referring to specific page numbers, at least two 
examples from the book that support your points. 
 

 
4) MAPPING: 
 
Create a map of South Asia -- that is, a map of the area that extends from about 60 degrees E 
longitude to 95 degrees E longitude and from about 5 degrees north latitude to about 40 degrees 
north latitude. 
 
Your map should be on a piece of paper that is about 18” by 24”, and the map should take up 
most of the page. 
 
Your map should include a scale indicating approximate distances. (This can actually be pretty 
tricky! If you are using one of our pre-made outlines, we’ve put the approximate scale on them.) 
 
You should label the lines of latitude and longitude with their degree numbers. 
 
Your name should be prominently visible on your map. 
 
You are welcome to trace the outline that Linus gave you during the last week of school. (If you 
don’t have that outline, there are more available in the Arbor Office.) You can either just trace 
the grid lines and draw the continents in yourself or trace both the grid lines and the continents. 
If you do this, please trace them onto a single piece of high quality paper (they only work in the 
photocopier as two pieces of paper!). You’re also welcome to make the grid lines and draw the 
continents on your own as you did with your world maps in the Intermediates.  
 
Your map should include the major physical features of the area, especially the mountains and 
rivers. In this case, that includes (but need not be limited to) the Indus and Ganges Rivers, and 
the Himalayan Mountains, including the Karakoram and Hindu Kush ranges. (Please note that 
these names are transliterations from other languages, so the spellings may vary a bit in different 
atlases.) These physical features should be visible from a decent distance (in other words, use, 
for example, a thin sharpie or bold colors to draw and label them). 

 



 

 
Your map will hang in one of the Senior Rooms, orienting all of us to the geography of the area 
we’re studying and be one of the first things that guests notice when they come to the Senior 
Building. In other words, do take the time to make it beautiful. Color is not required, though it 
often does help in terms of both beauty and information. 
 
OPTIONAL: 
If you like, you can include historical information of some kind on your map. Since we will be 
studying things that happened several thousand years ago as well as things that are happening 
now, the range of information that you might include on your map is wide open. Have a look at 
an historical atlas or look up statistics about modern South Asia (you could map anything from 
languages to GDP per capita to major cities). If there is a time period that is especially interesting 
to you, or an aspect of history (religion, exploration, warfare…), include information having to 
do with that. If you decide to include historical or present-day information beyond geography, 
please remember to include a key as well as a date or dates, and know that you can put this 
information directly onto your map or make an overlay. Another option is to add decorative 
elements related to South Asia, as in the example maps that Linus showed you, or to add other 
decorations such as compass roses and so on. 
 

 
MATH 
 
It is a fact that math skills deteriorate if you do not practice them! Therefore, for your summer 
homework we suggest that you work through the practice set on Arbor’s website (it’s a 
document called “6th Grade Practice Problems and Puzzles” in the Summer Homework section 
of the website) We recommend that you sprinkle your practice over the course of the summer. 
Don’t overload yourself; just do some practice to keep your skills in shape!  
  
There are also puzzles (in that same document: “6th Grade Practice Problems and Puzzles”) that 
might be fun to do! 
  
 
 
 
SPANISH (El alfabeto, Conversación, Cognado) 
  
Rising Sixes have had approximately two hours of class time in Spanish this spring. Our focus 
has been threefold: 
• investigating why we are able to guess correctly the meanings of many Spanish words 
• becoming comfortable hearing, recognizing, and producing the sounds of the language 
• practicing basic greetings and conversational gambits to begin communicating in Spanish 

 



 

The summer homework, which consists of the three sections below, is an extension of the initial 
classroom experience, designed to sustain and extend familiarity with sounds and conversational 
basics via face-to-face application. 
  
Section 1: El alfabeto 
• Teach the alphabet song to someone. Try saying the following rhyme to help you remember how the 
vowels sound: a e i o u, el burro sabe más que tú . 
• Write me a note saying whom you taught and how it went. How exactly did you teach your student the 
alphabet song? Did you break it up into sections? What was difficult for him or her? What did you do to 
help your student? 
 
 El alfabeto español English pronunciation guide  
a b c ch ah beh ceh che 
d e f g deh eh efeh heh 
h* i j k ah-che ee (like week ) hohta kah 
l ll m n eleh eh-yeh emeh eneh 
ñ o p q enyeh oh (like go ) peh kooh (like coop ) 
r rr s t ereh erreh eseh teh 
u v w ooh (like boot ) veh / beh doble veh (beh) 
x          y z eh-kees ee-griega seta 

*Remember when we read in Spanish, Hs are silent! Js sound like an English H, as in jalapeño . 
 
  
Section 2: Conversación 
  
Practice having conversations with classmates, friends, and family members. Do this several times over 
the summer and see how long you can keep your conversations going. If your parent does not know 
Spanish, you can teach him or her what you have learned. You will know you have practiced enough 
when you feel comfortable asking and answering all of the following: 
Preguntas / Questions Respuestas / Responses 

¡Hola! 
Buenos días (good morning ) 

Buenas tardes (good afternoon ) 
Buenas noches (good evening ) 

¿Cómo te llamas? Me llamo… . 
 ¿Y tú? 
  
¿Cómo estás? muy bien, bien, más o menos, mal, muy mal, 
 gracias. ¿Y tú? 
  
¿Cuántos años tienes? Yo tengo …° años. ¿Y tú? 
  

 



 

¡Adiós! 
Hasta luego (until later ) 
Hasta mañana (until tomorrow ) 

°Los números 0 - 12:  cero, uno, dos, tres, cuatro, cinco, seis, siete, ocho, nueve, diez, once, doce 
  
  
 
  
Section 3: Cognatus  •  cognado  •  cognate 
  
The Latin word cognatus  means “related by blood.” Many words in languages such as English, 
Spanish, French, Italian, and Portuguese are similar in appearance  and related in meaning 
because these languages have common roots in Latin. These similar, related words are called 
cognados  in Spanish and cognates in English—“cognate” is an example of a cognate! Thinking 
about cognates will help you when you study English word roots as Seniors; it will also help you 
with your Spanish. 
  
In the list below, you can see how similar some Latin and Spanish words are. While their English 
meanings  aren’t always cognates—that is, they don’t always look like the Latin and Spanish 
words—if you think hard, you can probably come up with an English word that is  a cognate. Ask 
yourself, for example, “What is something that is very old and sounds like ‘antiqua’ or 
‘antigua’?” What is something that has to do with trees that sounds like ‘arbor’ or ‘árbol’? What 
is something that has to do with a year that sounds like ‘annus’ or ‘año’? You might come up 
with more than one cognate for each—that’s great! Your task is to copy down and try to fill out 
the following list. Then see if you can add more words. If you know another related language, 
include that as well! 
  

Latin Spanish English meaning English cognate(s)  

antiqua antigua ancient   

arbor árbol tree   

annus año year   

carnis carne meat   

centum cien 100   

dormire dormir to sleep   

duodecim doce 12   

 



 

liber libro book   

manus mano hand   

populus pueblo people   

veritas verdad truth   

vita vida life   
  

  
 Optional activities for interested Spanish students (6’s, 7’s, 8’s, alumni, and parents): 

Summer is a fine time to put what is learned in school to use in the context of the larger 
community. Why not fold a little Spanish into your explorations of the world just for fun? 

Events and opportunities: 
• The 50th annual Fiesta Mexicana  will be August 2 - 4 in Woodburn. For details regarding this 
festival of families and culture, see woodburnfiestamexicana.com. 
• The Milagro Theater in Southeast Portland, where Eights attend the annual Day of the Dead 
play and other shows, hosts summer classes and events. For details, see www.milagro.org. 
Spanish in books: Check out picture dictionaries or picture books from your library; there should 
be a Spanish-language area in the kids’ section. Powell’s in downtown Portland also has a 
sizeable section of kids’ books in Spanish in the red room. Look for books with lots of pictures 
or translations of familiar books to aid understanding. While you are at the library, look for 
books on CD or DVDs with a Spanish language track and/or subtitles. 
Spanish on television: Catch the Saturday morning cartoon lineup on a Spanish channel. Watch 
soccer or the evening news in Spanish. Try out other TV shows (of course, they vary greatly in 
quality and suitability, as do programs in English). Look for Telemundo , Estrella , and other 
channels, depending on your TV service. Watch DVDs of your favorite movies and TV shows 
with the Spanish-language track and/or subtitles turned on. DVD packaging will say which 
languages they contain; turning on these options is simply a matter of navigating the DVD’s 
main menu. Search Netflix under “Spanish language” for more titles. 
Spanish on the Internet (I’m sure you can find more, but here is a start): 
Beginning practice: http://www.digitaldialects.com/Spanish.htm 
More beginning practice: http://www.hello-world.com/Spanish/EN_Spanish.php 
All levels of practice: http://www.bbc.co.uk/languages/spanish/ 
Spanish in the news: BBC Mundo is an excellent news source, even just to get an idea of photos 
and headlines: http://www.bbc.co.uk/mundo/. For more local fare, El Hispanic News is a free, 
monthly, bilingual newspaper published in the Portland area and is also available online: 
http://www.elhispanicnews.com/current-issue/. 
Spanish on your gizmos: Try using the automatic check-out machines at the grocery store or an 
ATM in Spanish. Try setting your cell phone’s language to Spanish. It helps if you’re very 

 



 

familiar with the programs first! If you’re emailing or texting or Twittering (or whatever new 
thing may be invented this summer), try doing it in Spanish. 
Spanish on the radio: Try an all-Spanish FM station: 93.1 El Rey  or 93.5 La Gran D  (which also 
broadcasts at 1520 AM). Also try tuning in to KBOO 90.7 FM in Portland to hear Spanish 
conversation and different kinds of music at certain hours. The schedule varies, so check 
KBOO’s website. If you use iTunes, check out the Spanish-language radio offerings. 
Spanish in podcasts: From iTunes, go to the store à Podcasts à Language Learning. I especially 
recommend Coffee Break Spanish, which is hosted by a Scottish man with an impeccable 
Castilian accent. 
Spanish on your labels: We often ignore the fact that much of what we buy is printed in both 
English and Spanish, from instructional manuals to food packaging to clothing tags. 
Conveniently, having both side-by-side makes the Spanish easier to figure out. Also look for 
signs, pamphlets, and flyers. 
Spanish out and about: If you hear Spanish spoken, be it near or far from home, look and listen. 
Make up a reason to ask a question—maybe you need to know what time it is? 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


